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R v CUMES
Supreme Court of the Northern Territory of Australia Nader J
14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22 November 1989, 16 February 1990 at Darwin, in the absence of the jury.


CRIMINAL LAW - Evidence - admissibility of confessional statements of accused - test in McDermott v R - whether confession "voluntarily made" - onus on Crown to disprove confession not due to "persistent importunity or undue insistence or pressure"
CRIMINAL LAW - Evidence - admissibility of confessional evidence - confessional statements not to be considered in isolation from other communications between accused and investigating officer - whether undertaking by investigating officer as to confidentiality of informal communications an inducement to making of incriminating admissions.



Cases followed:
McDermott v R (1948) 76 CLR 501
Collins v R (1980) 31 ALR 257





Counsel for the accused: Solicitor for the accused: counsel for the Crown: Solicitor for the crown:
 
M.L. Abbott QC with S.F. Stretton

Australian Legal Aid Commission
K.R. Murray QC with
J.W.M. Adams

Solicitor for the Northern Territory
;

IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA

5
No 13 of 1989


THE QUEEN
10
against

15	TIMOTHY JAMES CUMES



20	CORAM: NADER J


REASONS FOR DECISION
25
(Delivered 16 February 1990)





30		on 14 November 1989, the accused, Cumes, was arraigned before me on a charge of having murdered John Wesley
Hawkins on or about 21 July 1988 at Alice springs.	He entered a plea of not guilty.	More specifically, it is alleged that on the night of 21 July 1988 or the very early morning of 22
35	July 1988, the deceased died as the result of being shot in the back of the head by Cumes with a .22 calibre rifle.


The	arraignment took place before the empanelling of a jury under power conferred by section 26L of the Evidence
40	Act.


The purpose of these proceedings is to enable the
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court to determine whether certain confessional evidence is admissible and, if so, whether it should nevertheless be excluded from evidence.	I use the word "confessional" in these reasons to comprehend not only statements of Cumes that
5	are incriminating on their face, but also statements which may assist an inference of guilt, such as statements which may be proved to have been false.


Objection is taken to the admission of two
10		confessional statements, one made on 3 September 1988 and the other on 13 December 1988.	Other confessional material is not objected to.	The statements under challenge consist of words spoken under interrogation by Detective Senior Sergeant Tilbrook, in the presence of others, at the offices of the CIB
15	Alice Springs.	The statements were both video and audio
recorded. recordings.
 There is no issue concerning the accuracy of the


McDermott v The King (1948) 76 CLR 501 declares the
20		law relating to the admissibility of confessional statements. Dixon J said:

"At common law a confessional statement
made out of court by an accused person may
25		not be admitted in evidence against him upon his trial for the crime to which it relates unless it is shown to have been
voluntarily made.	This means substantially that it has been made in the
30		exercise of his free choice.	If he speaks because he is overborne, his confessional statement cannot be received in evidence
and it does not matter by what means he has been overborne.	If his statement is
35	the result of duress, intimidation,
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persistent importunity or sustained or undue insistence or pressure, it cannot be voluntary.	But it is also a definite rule of the common law that a confessional
5	statement cannot be voluntary if it is preceded by an inducement held out by a person in authority and the inducement has not been removed before the statement is made": p511.
10
"An inducement may take the form of some fear of prejudice or hope of advantage exercised or held out by the person in authority (Ibrahim v The King [1914) AC at
15		pp609, 610; R v Voisin [1918) 1 KB at pp 537, 538).	That is the classical ground for the rejection of confessions and looms largest in a consideration of the subject.": p511.
20

The first question to be answered, in general terms, is whether it is proved upon the balance of probabilities that
25	the challenged statements were made upon the exercise by Cumes of a free choice.	The question relates to the choice to speak: the election to speak must be proved to have been voluntary.	The accused does not have to prove that a confessional statement was not made voluntarily in order to
30		render it inadmissible: the burden of proof is carried by the Crown.

It was said by Brennan Jin	Collins v The Queen

(1980) 31 ALR 257 at 310:

35

"If a confessionalist, because of pressure or inducement of the relevant kind, believes that he will or may be better off by speaking (or conversely, that a refusal
40		to speak will or may make it worse for him), a confession which is made in that belief is inadmissible."
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The expression "voluntarily made" is a term of art developed and refined in connexion with the law relating to the admissibility of confessional statements.	Because of
5		these refinements, the pertinent question can be asked in various ways depending on the facts of the case.	In particular, the present case calls for answers to the following questions:


10	1.	Does the evidence show that Cumes' speaking was not due to persistent importunity or sustained or undue insistence or pressure?


2 •	Does the evidence show that Cumes' statements
15		were not preceded by an inducement held out by a person in authority which had not been removed before the statements were made?


Cumes was not assaulted or threatened with physical
20	violence.	Such a crass interference with the free exercise of the will would, of course, negate voluntariness, but voluntariness can be removed by more subtle means than violence or threats of violence.


25		The law is clear.	The rules to be applied are not the arbitrary invention of a particular judge but part of the long established law of the land, well known to those whose job it is to investigate crime and for whom there is no excuse
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for not complying with it.	If the law is unacceptable, the Parliament can change it: a question with which, by reason of the doctrine of the separation of powers, the court does not concern itself.
5

If there were no evidence bearing on the question whether the statements were made voluntarily, the statements would be inadmissible because the Crown would have failed to discharge the onus of proof referred to.	But, in this case
	there is considerable evidence touching the question.



At the material times, Detective Senior Sergeant Tilbrook (Tilbrook) was the officer in charge of the Alice Springs CIB, having taken up his duties in that position on 25
15	July 1988.	Detective Sergeant Daulby, a subordinate of Tilbrook, was the officer in charge of the day to day conduct
of the investigation into the killing of Hawkins.


Some of the material facts are as follows:

20
21 July 88:






25


22 July 88:
 Alleged murder of Hawkins by shooting in Alice Springs.	The shooting may have taken place very early on 22 July 1988. The shooting occurred at Cumes' premises,
	George crescent, Alice Springs.



Cumes made a completely exculpatory statutory declaration (exhibit 12) of what
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had occurred. He said that, on the night of the shooting, he left the premises when the deceased was alive to get cannabis for the deceased, and when he returned to the
5		premises the deceased was dead on the floor with blood pouring from his nose, in his hair and on the left hand side of his head near his ear.	He also said that the jacket he was wearing belonged to the
10		deceased who had given it to him when he left the premises to get cannabis for the deceased.	He said he had not taken off the jacket since it was given to him until he arrived at the police station.	There
15	is evidence that the jacket was examined by forensic scientists and found to have
blood of the same type as that of the deceased.

20	25 July 88:






25




26 July 88:
 Tilbrook took up duties in Alice Springs as the senior member of the CIB there.	He was briefed by other police.	He attended a video re-enactment in which Cumes voluntarily participated at the location of the shooting.	He interviewed Cumes about his antecedents and other matters.

Tilbrook had a telephone conversation with
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Cumes' father, Mr Ken Cumes.	The conversation was tape recorded by Tilbrook without Mr Cumes knowledge.


5	28 July 88:







10







15
 
11.30am: Vivienne Bishop, Probation and Parole Officer (who had at that time interviewed Cumes some 4 times in 3 weeks in connexion with other matters) interviewed him again at his request.	He said he needed help.	He told her that the police and media were about to descend.
She advised him that there was not much she could do but that he should keep a low profile and make no comment.	Cumes told her that he wanted to go to Brisbane to stay with his parents.	She gave him some brief advice about that matter.


1.25pm: Daulby attended at Probation and

20	Parole and took statements from Vivienne
Bishop and Gary Scapin concerning their conversation/involvement with Cumes: see running sheet entry No. 194 1325hrs 280788.
25
2.40pm: cumes returned to Bishop's office where a further interview took place.
This interview was secretly tape recorded
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by Bishop.	On the same date Bishop made a statutory declaration about the conversation, annexing a transcript of the tape recording: exhibit L.
5

5.40pm: Two warrants of commitment for non-payment of fines were illegally executed by Detective Eaton in the presence of Daulby.	Both warrants had
10		been already been executed in April. Cumes was held by police overnight.


29 July 88:


15


3 August 88:




20	24 August 88:







25


25 August 88:
 
cumes was handed over to Alice Springs prison.
Tilbrook made a statutory declaration.


Tilbrook telephoned Dr Bartholomew, Forensic Psychiatrist, concerning cumes.

Sometime on this day, Cumes was arrested in connexion with alleged offences unrelated to the matter at bar.

5.08pm: Tilbrook interviewed Cumes "informally" for 1hr and 2mins.

Cumes was taken before the Magistrates' Court.	Cumes wrote a letter addressed to
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the Commissioner of Police and delivered it to police expressing a wish to exercise his "right to silence''·

5		Tilbrook conferred with officers of the Department of Law, O'Loughlin and Tavener.


26 August 88:


10


28 August 88:




15


30 August 88:




20	31 August 88:



1 September 88:


25
2 September 88:
 
Tilbrook interviewed Cumes at Alice Springs prison for 25 minutes from 3.40pm till 4.05pm.

Tilbrook interviewed Cumes at the prison twice: from 10.50am till 11.55am (65 minutes) and from 3.55pm till 4.35pm (40 minutes).

Tilbrook interviewed Cumes at the prison from 3.00pm till 4.30pm (90 minutes).

Tilbrook interviewed Cumes at the prison from 2.00pm till 4.35pm (155 minutes).

Tilbrook interviewed Cumes at the prison from 1.17pm till 3.13pm (116 minutes).

Tilbrook interviewed Cumes at the prison from 3.25pm till 3.55pm (30 minutes).
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3 September 88:






5








10


27 November 88:




15








20	28 November 88:
 Saturday: Cumes was driven from the Alice Springs prison to the Alice Springs CIB where he was interrogated by Tilbrook.

The interrogation took place in an interview room at the CIB.	A video/audiotape of the interrogation is exhibit 10.	Transcript of the interrogation is exhibit 3.		This is one of the two statements under challenge.

Tilbrook drafted notes of conversations between him and cumes which had taken place in the superintendent's office at the Alice Springs gaol on Sunday 28 August 1988, Tuesday 30 August 1988, Wednesday 31
August 1988, Thursday 1 September 1988,
and Friday 2 September 1988.


Tilbrook spent further time on the notes referred to as having been made on 27 November 1988.


10 December 88:

25
 
Tilbrook made a statutory declaration concerning conversations between him and cumes.	In particular he purported to give a full account of the conversation of Friday 26 August 1988.
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12 December 88:
 
Tilbrook put the notes made by him on 27 November 1988 into their present form.: exhibit 5.
5

13 December 88:






10
 
Commencement of committal proceedings at Alice Springs.	Stewart successfully sought an adjournment to allow the police to investigate certain information passed by Cumes to the police.


A search was made of Cumes' property and cell at the prison.	Amongst other things, a novel called "Obsession" by Ramsey
15	Campbell was found.	one of the characters of the novel was a man name "Deedes".


Mid-morning: Arrangements made by Tilbrook with Mr Bonning of the prison to have
20		Cumes brought into the CIB offices.	Short
conversation between Tilbrook and Cumes at CIB.	cumes told Tilbrook he wanted to see Mr Stewart, his solicitor.	Stewart's attendance obtained.	He had a short
25	private conversation with Cumes.	Stewart
left the CIB.


2.16pm: Interrogation of cumes by Tilbrook
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commenced.



7.53pm: Interrogation concluded.		The video/audiotape is Exhibit 11.	The
5	transcript of the interrogation is exhibit
4.	This is the other statement under challenge by the accused.


Some of the events referred to above are not
10		directly relevant to the question of admissibility.	However, they may well have been relevant if it had become necessary to consider the discretionary exclusion of the material in question.	Because I have found the disputed material to be
inadmissible, I have not had to make express reference to
15	those events again in these reasons.


When posted to Alice Springs, Tilbrook had been a detective for about five years and had received appropriate training.	This training included a certain amount of law as
20		it applied to the interrogation of suspects.	He was also aware of the General Orders of Northern Territory Police and the matters contained therein for guidance of police in
questioning suspects.


25		Tilbrook first learnt about the present case upon arriving at work at Alice Springs on 25 July 1988.	He attended a video/audio taped 're-enactment' conducted by Daulby on that day: exhibit 9.	Cumes' participation in that
13
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re-enactment is not under challenge.



Tilbrook interviewed Cumes as to his background, and other matters that had relevance to the investigation.	He
5	said he became directly involved because he was interested in what sort of person Cumes was and because other detectives were busy with other things.	The interview took place shortly after the video re-enactment.		Cumes was by then suspected by the Alice springs CIB of having shot the deceased.	The crown
10	said that Cumes had been a suspect from the time he first spoke to police in a patrol car shortly after the shooting. The interview took place without a third person present:
Tilbrook said he did not expect cumes to make any admissions. He spen,t more than an hour with him and made notes of their
15		conversation from which he made a statutory declaration on 29 July 1988: exhibit B.	The conversation commenced at 1.20pm
and concluded at 2.31pm.	Most of the conversation concerned Cumes' antecedent history, but part of it related to the facts of the investigation.
20
Tilbrook said that he spent an unusual amount of time going into cumes' background because of similarities the case bore to a case in which a man [whom I shall call McC for the purposes of these proceedings] had been involved.	McC, a
25	youth with a schizophrenic disorder, had committed a callous
homicide that would have been murder but for his insanity. Tilbrook was the investigating officer in McC's case.	It is quite clear that Tilbrook thought that cumes may have been
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suffering from a schizophrenic disorder.



On 26 July 1988 Tilbrook made a telephone call to Cumes' father, who was then in Queensland, to further his
5		enquiries into Cumes' background.		The conversation, which lasted 18 minutes, was electronically recorded by Tilbrook without informing Cumes' father.	Tilbrook said he did not know that the secret recording of the conversation was illegal because the equipment he used was Telecom approved.
10
By 30 July 1988, the police had come into possession of the tape made by Vivienne Bishop on 28 July.	The running sheet for 30 July, No.238, reports Detectives Eaton and Daulby as having listened to the tape.	Relevant points are noted on
15	the running sheet:


"Come back 45 minutes later - he was blown away
- blood pouring out the back of his head - out of his nostrils - shot through the mouth - a
20		pistol or rifle shoved in his mouth & pulled the trigger - well they (police) took the rifle
- But couldn't have been our's cause we've got dumdum bullet's.	It would have blown his head off - dumdum bullet's and high velocity
25		bullet's - when I saw the copper's, (Stated to coppers) "Look man my mate's just dead, lying in a pool of blood, he's been shot, he's been bashed, I don't know what's wrong" - He's got in to heavy, mixed with the wrong people."
30

The transcript of the tape shows that Bishop introduced her questioning of Cumes concerning the death of the deceased with the following:
35
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"Right.	So yeah, so he come round to score off you.	What actually happened that night.	Do you mind if I ask you because as you said, there's so many rumours floating around and
5	I've heard that the guy was naked and clothes were found."


Exhibit L shows that much of the conversation between Bishop and Cumes related to the death of Hawkins for which Cumes was
10	suspect.	The circumstances point strongly to the fact that Bishop conducted the interview in order to assist the police investigation.	The interview was taped without the knowledge of Cumes and the recording made available to the investigators soon after the interview.	Cumes was allowed falsely to
15		believe that he was speaking to Bishop in confidence.	As a Parole Officer, Vivienne Bishop's conduct [if it is as the evidence seems to disclose] hardly calls for comment from me. The Crown did not call Vivienne Bishop to contradict the seemingly clear import of the evidence.	Asked whether he
20	remembered how it happened that the police could get hold of a tape of a conversation between Cumes and his probation
officer, Tilbrook said he had no idea.	The conduct of Bishop and the police relates only remotely, if at all, to the making of the statement on 3 September 1988, but it is put forward by
25		Mr Abbott QC as typical of the deceit used by police in their dealings with Cumes.


Mr Abbott points also to another episode of allegedly illegal conduct by	police as typifying their
30	dealings with him, namely, the arrest of Cumes on 28 July 1988, after the Bishop conversation, on previously executed
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warrants.	On 18 April 1988, Cumes had been fined a total of
$1000 for summary offences.	No time to pay was allowed. Warrants of commitment were issued by the Clerk of the court, Mr P Campbell.	They were executed by arrest and imprisonment
5		on 19 April 1988.	The receipt of the warrant was duly noted by indorsing each warrant with a rubber stamp bearing the following words and initialled:


"ALICE SPRINGS PRISON
10	WARRANT RECEIVED
19 APR 1988 DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT"



15	The stamp and the words thereon are easily legible.	Another stamp is indorsed on each warrant, identical to the ones described, but noting the warrants as having been received at the prison on 29 July 1988.	On 26 April 1988, Cumes, upon application to the magistrate, had been allowed 3 months to
20		pay the fines originally imposed on 18 April without time to pay.	In other words, a fresh order had been made.	Any subsequent arrest for failure to comply with that order would have required fresh warrants.	Presumably cumes was held in
police custody overnight on 28 July 1988.

25
The police were informed by Mr Langmair of the Parole Service of the desire of Cumes to transfer his parole  to Queensland.	The arrest on the discharged warrants had the effect of keeping him at Alice Springs for the time being.	An
30	entry appears in the running sheet, No. 193, 1310hrs 280788, as follows:
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"TO: FROM:
 FOR INFO
S/Sgt TILBROOK

5		Information received from Tony LANGMAIR of Probation and Parole (Ph: 503626) that Timothy CUMES has attended at P & P this morning (280788) seeking to transfer his probation to his parents address in Brisbane.	He is on
10		probation until 070689 relating to his firearms offences of Dec. 87.
Vivienne BISHOP is his probation officer.	Gary SCAPIN also involved.	Call received by them from Irene LAWSON of ALA stating that she can
15		see no possible restriction if no Police Charges have been laid.
CUMES will reattend this afternoon."


20	It was significant that it was noted that, unless charges were to be laid, there would be no restriction on Cumes going to Queensland.	A means was being sought to prevent Cumes from leaving Alice Springs.	The police suspected Cumes of murder and, not unreasonably, they hoped that sooner or later he
25		would confess, but they feared, probably with good reason,  that if he left the jurisdiction they would not be able to interrogate him and the chance of getting admissions to  bolster their suspicions might be lost.	As criminal investigators their desire was understandable; it is the means
30		chosen to do so, namely, the execution of previously executed warrants, that was illegal.		Although it bespeaks inadequate training, the police who actually executed the warrants did not do so in bad faith.	I think Daulby and Eaton were doing their duty as they saw it.	They both seemed to be frank and
35		open witnesses.	One can only conclude that they had not received adequate instruction in relation to arrest warrants.
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Asked whether the topic of the validity of the warrants of 18 April 1988 for the purpose of arresting cumes was discussed, Tilbrook said: "I remember hearing of the topic."	Tilbrook appears to have taken the precaution of
5		seeking the advice of the Crown Law office about the arrest on the warrants.	I note the entry in the running sheets (No.228 1655hrs 290788) made by him and which happens also to be relevant to the next matter referred to in these reasons:


10	"TO: FOR INFO
FROM: DET. SEN SGT. TILBROOK
Conversation with Les BROWN - A/Supt. of Alice Springs Prison - 29/7/88.
	He will upgrade CUMES security yo (sic)

15		maximum - ie: does not work outside prison confines.
	Will endeavour to arrange sources in relation to

CUMES
	Expressed concerns re procedure with warrant

20	(resubmission of Original warrants) - this has been previously confirmed to be satisfactory by Crown Law."



25	If it is true that Tilbrook was advised by the Crown law office as he appears there to say he was, it is not only the police who need some additional instruction about warrants.


Another matter said to be part of a pattern of unfair
30	treatment of Cumes was the allegation that Tilbrook, on 29 July 1988, requested Brown to reclassify Cumes from minimum to maximum security.	Such a change had the effect of considerably curtailing Cumes' freedom within the prison.	It was submitted that Tilbrook suggested it as a tactic to put
35	psychological pressure on Cumes to "co-operate" with police in
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forthcoming conversations in the hope that co-operation might bring an improvement in his circumstances.	It is not suggested that this tactic was ever expressed openly, but that it is a very likely inference from the fact of the request for
5		reclassification.	The classification of a prisoner is a matter about which the police might be expected to give relevant information to the prison authorities.	The police may know or believe something of a prisoner that should be passed on to prison authorities of which the latter may be
10		unaware.	Tilbrook said in evidence that there was in his mind an apprehension that, if given the chance, Cumes might escape. I cannot make a finding on that question:	the evidence is inadequate.	But, there is little doubt that the greater isolation and stress of maximum security would dispose a
15		prisoner to be more susceptible to the inclination to confide in a friendly person.	If the transfer to maximum security was engineered by Tilbrook to achieve that end, it was wrong to have done so.	It could only have affected negatively the freedom of the exercise of cumes' decision to speak.	A
20		statement induced by the use of psychological means, if the will is overborne, is none the less not a voluntary statement, and is inadmissible.	Only a moment's thought has to be given to what has occurred in some countries, which have made a specialty of treating so called "criminals'' within society by
25		psychological means, to realize that any use of psychological manipulation of citizens by the police is unacceptable.

The interview between Tilbrook and Cumes on the
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afternoon of Wednesday 24 August 1988 was required, according to Tilbrook, in order to discuss a psychologist's report.
Tilbrook also said that at that time he was dissatisfied with the fact that Cumes had given a number of "conflicting
5	stories" about what had occurred on the night of the homicide. Tilbrook was also dissatisfied with the progress of the investigation that Daulby had been conducting.	In the course of the meeting of 24 August 1988, Tilbrook asked Cumes whether he had been examined by a psychologist.	I assume, having
10		received an affirmative answer, Tilbrook asked for and received cumes' authority to read the psychologist's report. Tilbrook said he considered it important to begin an assessment of why Cumes might be changing his story and demonstrably lying about a number of things.	Nevertheless,
15		Tilbrook took no steps thereafter to get a copy of any psychological report.	He explained by saying that, from what Cumes told him, he thought that it would contain nothing useful.	That may have been why Tilbrook did not seek out the report, but the question must seriously be asked whether
20		Tilbrook was in truth trying to find out about Cumes' mental state, as he claimed to be, or was his discussion of psychological matters part of an overall plan to persuade Cumes that he was "schizo": I have in mind that Tilbrook was later to suggest to Cumes, in effect, that it would be to his
25	advantage to confess to killing Hawkins because, by doing so, he would receive the mental therapy he needed and he could
look forward to a better life.	He also discussed other things during the one hour interview but could give no clear account
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of what was discussed.


Tilbrook agreed under cross-examination that it was one of	his	purposes	in	holding	this	interview	to	establish	a
5		relationship such that Cumes might feel comfortable in telling Tilbrook what had happened.

The	interview	of	24	August	1988,	as well	as the subsequent informal interviews leading up to the interview of
10 3 September 1988, were not accompanied by any of the common incidents of police interrogations, such as the recording by manual or electronic means of questions and answers, and the presence of police and perhaps other witnesses. The meetings were conducted in a casual and informal atmosphere.
	15

 
It seems that this departure from common practice  was adopted in order to encourage  Cumes, by relaxed informality and an appearance of genuine concern, to be more frank and open about what had occurred on the night of 21 July
20		1988 than he might otherwise have been.	It is also  likely that the upgrading of Cumes' prison status to maximum security would have made him value more the visits from Tilbrook.

At the time of the interview of 24 August 1988,
25		cumes was a chief suspect for Hawkins' murder.	This was conceded by Tilbrook.	The description "informal" which Tilbrook attached to the interview has little if any meaning. Legal formality may be of significance in many instances, but


21
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it has no precise meaning in the present context except as signifying that the usual procedures and paraphernalia of a recorded interrogation were lacking.	But, those "formalities" were developed for the benefit of both the investigator, the
5	suspect and the forensic process that may follow.	The departure from "formality" in this case has entailed unnecessary obscurity and a lack of acceptable evidence as to what occurred and what was said at the informal interviews and, as a consequence, it has caused an inordinate waste of
10		public time and money because of the prolonged legal proceedings occasioned by them.	Mr Abbott submitted that Tilbrook wore Cumes down by interviewing him "day after day after day", commencing with the interview of 24 August 1988: the first of seven long solo meetings between Cumes and
15	Tilbrook.	Mr Abbott said that the recorded interrogation of 3 September 1988, one of the two interrogations challenged in these proceedings, came about as a result of the conduct of Tilbrook during the informal solo interviews that preceded it.


20
It was alleged by the accused and admitted by Tilbrook that on Thursday 25 August 1988 the police received a letter (exhibit E) in Cumes' handwriting to the effect that he was exercising his "right to silence forthwith in respect of
25	the matter."




30		Commissioner of Police of the N.T. and Delegates

22
 "Timothy James Cumes
Flat 5 Kilgariff Apartments Kilgariff St Alice Springs
10.35	25/8/88
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RE: John Hawkins
I, Timothy James Cumes have taken legal Advice in relation to your inquiries made of me re arding John Hawkins.   I now formally advice
5	(sic) you that I exercise my right to silence forthwith in respect of this matter. I do not wish to answer any questions regarding the matter. This includes oral statements; written statements, whether  in the form of a record of
10		interview, or otherwise; recordings of any type; or re-enactments.
Timothy James Cumes"

15		On	Thursday	25		August	1988	Tilbrook	and	Daulby conferred with Messrs O'Loughlin and Tavener of the Crown Law office in Alice Springs.	The discussion included  the possibility of charging Cumes with murder.	Tilbrook said:

20	"there was a discussion as to the course of action  to be taken and basically what the totality of the evidence was at that stage, and basically  a number of options were considered that there was probably - while there was certainly  enough  evidence to charge
25	him - that the evidence was most likely sufficient  to secure a committal and if it went to a Coroner's Court,  it is likely	on the opinion received, that there was probably sufficient to commit him from the Coroner's  Court but that it was unlikely  that there
30	was sufficient to convict him."

It is a distinct probability and fully consistent with the facts that, confronted  with this advice, Tilbrook, as a zealous investigator,  considered  ways to augment the evidence
35	then available.	That such a conversation should have occurred is a  clear  indication  that Cumes was, by then, suspected	of having murdered Hawkins.	Nothing else could  adequately explain the meeting of police and Crown law department  officers at which the chances of gaining a committal for and
40	conviction of murder were	considered.	Therefore, when Tilbrook visited Cumes the next day for an informal
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discussion, Cumes was a suspect for murder.	Tilbrook continued to hope that Cumes would confess to shooting Hawkins.	Although Tilbrook had had a private meeting with Cumes on Wednesday 24 August 1988, he testified that he did
5		not form the intention to conduct the subsequent private meetings until Friday 26 August 1988.	There was, according to those at the·meeting of 25 August, sufficient evidence to justify charging cumes.	Then why was it not done?	Was it because it was thought that charging Cumes with murder would
10		create a new situation in which Cumes would be less likely to confess?	One can only guess, but such thinking would not have been inconsistent with the general approach to the matter.


On Friday 26 August 1988 Tilbrook visited cumes at
15		the Alice Springs prison with the intention of interviewing him, subject, he said, to asking him whether what was contained in the letter (exhibit E) was "an accurate reflection of his feelings or not."	Tilbrook made no contemporaneous or other note of having asked Cumes any
20		questions concerning the letter.	Indeed, he first made any written note concerning the 26 August 1988 meeting and the later informal meetings on 27 November 1988 because he was
requested to do so by Mr Michael Adams QC, counsel for the Crown at the committal proceedings.	Until then, it was
25	Tilbrook's intention to keep confidential what was said at
those meetings, but not the fact that they had taken place; and it was his intention not to make any written note of what was said.	Because it was some 3 months after that long series
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of long meetings that Tilbrook first made any note of them, they cannot be relied upon as an accurate account of what was said.	There is some internal evidence to suggest that they are not a completely reliable account or that they are, at
5		least, an incomplete one.	On my calculation, Tilbrook had spent some	583 minutes in conversations with Cumes from 24 August to 2 September 1988, inclusive, during which time, if exhibits 5 and Fare taken as a guide, Tilbrook spoke almost continuously, his speech being occasionally interrupted by
10		generally almost monosyllabic responses from Cumes.	The contents of exhibits 5 and Fare not sufficient to account for the time spent interviewing, even allowing for some small talk.	50 pages of double spaced type on A4 paper means that each page must, on average, account for about 11 1/2 minutes
15	of conversation.	I assess that it would have taken less than two minutes to speak the words on each page of exhibits 5 and
F.	The court is therefore without any account of what was said for about four-fifths of the time that Tilbrook and Cumes spent together in private at the prison, and such account as
20		has been given must be of suspect accuracy, if only by virtue of the fact that it was some 3 months before any attempt was made to commit it to writing; and if Tilbrook is to be accepted on the point, during that 3 months he was under the impression that he might dismiss from his memory what had been
25		said as having been in confidence.	Indeed, those meetings had already served the purpose for which they were held, namely, to persuade cumes to make a statement, and were of no further significance.	Tilbrook would not have expected to be required
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to recall what had been said.



The informal private meetings, subsequent to some point in the meeting of 26 August 1988, took place against
5	that background of a promise of confidentiality given by
Tilbrook to Cumes.	Tilbrook notes that he said to Cumes at the meeting of 26 August 1988:


"...I'm not going to take any notes like that or any
10		tape recordings so that I won't have any evidence to present in court.	That leaves the option open to you the whole way through, whether you're going to say anything or not.	If you do say something, and it is incriminating, my undertaking with you is that
15		I'm not going to use it in court unless you give me the authority to.		Now you've got an inbuilt safeguard there.	If you don't confess on a audio or video-recording, nobody's going to believe me in any case okay?	So, that'll be your choice the whole
20	way through." (Exhibit F, page 10)



The transcript of the committal proceedings, adopted by Tilbrook at the hearing before me as an accurate report, puts
25	the same idea in different words:



"You can see my point that the situation I'm faced with is that you're a suspect in this case and we haven't been able to discount you at this stage
30		because of the things you have said to us.	You've said a lot of things to us.	Some are right.	We can prove they're right.	A certain amount are lies.
Now that makes it look very bad for you and we can't allow this situation to go on.	Now I'm in a
35		position where I can talk to you, but I don't want you to feel that you can't give me answers because you're scared of what will happen to you.	So I'm going to give you an opportunity, if you wish and only if you wish, to talk to me off the record."
40		[Tilbrook qualified this by saying that he did not use the expression "off the record", but something like it.]	"Now I understand you mightn't want to talk to me in those terms given that I'm a police
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officer and I'm investigating the case, but I've got nothing to lose as far as that conversation is concerned and it might do some good, help you clarify in your mind what your situation is.	I can
5		do that while you're here and visit you as often as it's convenient for you to do that.	Do you have any troubles with that? ...	You've got to be careful though because you've got to be concerned that anything you do say to me may later be used in
10		court.	Now I'm going to put myself in the situation where I can't use that unless you wish me to do so. So because of that any conversation I have with you I don't intend making any notes of or any tape recordings of and I shan't use it in court unless
15	you specifically give me authority to do so."
(Exhibit 1, page 496).



That this undertaking may have influenced Cumes is evident
20		from the response Tilbrook attributed to him: "Yeah, okay, sounds alright to me.", or, "No loss I suppose."	There is no allegation here that Cumes made any confession that was covered by Tilbrook's undertaking.	But the undertaking applied to all of the ensuing lengthy meetings in the course
25		of which Tilbrook sought to gain cumes' confidence and influence him to confess.	Tilbrook may well have seen the possibility that, with the security of his undertaking, Cumes might give information to Tilbrook that would itself provide a fruitful line of investigation.
30



Exhibit E:


Tilbrook was questioned at the committal in relation
35	to the letter, exhibit E.	The transcript of the committal is exhibit 1 here.	He testified in these proceedings that he knew of the existence of the letter, exhibit E, and that he
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asked Cumes whether he meant what was in it.	Tilbrook said he thought it would be far more practical to find out Cumes' state of mind from Cumes rather than from his solicitor who, Tilbrook believed, had dictated exhibit E to Cumes.	He said
5		the letter made no difference to him.	He said that, although it was signed by Cumes, it was written at the dictation of the solicitor and expressed the opinion of the solicitor.	He thought that Cumes had a low regard for his solicitor and did not like him.	Tilbrook said in evidence that if the letter
10	was "accurate", meaning accurately reflecting cumes' state of
mind, it would certainly mean that he could not have those conversations that he wished to have with Cumes.	He said he was concerned to find out if Cumes really intended what was in the letter.	He said he approached Cumes about it because he
15		did not believe that the letter reflected Cumes' wishes.	In this regard some introductory parts of the transcript of interrogation of 3 September 1988 are significant.	Tilbrook showed Cumes the letter exhibit E about which, according to him, he had already spoken to Cumes during their private
20	talks.	The following exchange took place:



"Alright, I understand it means that its an indication to the Police generally that you don't intend talking about the matter at all.	Is that
25	something you've reconsidered? YES.
Can you tell me what the situation is now?
30
I WANT TO TALK ABOUT IT.


35	Is your state of mind different from when you wrote
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this?
YES."

5
By suggesting to Cumes that his mind was different now from what it had been, he appeared to acknowledge that he, Tilbrook, was of the opinion that Cumes intended what was in the letter when it was first written but that he had, since
10		then, changed his mind.	That is barely consistent with Tilbrook's stated belief that, on 26 August 1988, the day after the letter was written, Cumes did not intend what was in the letter.	It is some evidence also that Tilbrook himself really believed the letter to apply to police generally and
15		not just to Daulby as was suggested.	If I had to consider the exclusion of evidence on a discretionary basis, I would have to consider seriously the effect of Tilbrook's effective disregard of exhibit E.


20		In his statutory declaration exhibit F, made on 10 December 1988, Tilbrook reported from memory the conversation that occurred between him and Cumes on Friday 26 August 1988, some 3 1/2 months earlier.	In it the following questions and answers are noted:
25
Tilbrook: I want to talk to you about this Hawkins thing.
Cumes:	Oh yeah, guessed as much.
30
Tilbrook: I understand that you wrote a letter saying that you didn't want to talk about this to any Police Officers.	Is that right?
35
cumes:	Oh yeah.
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Tilbrook: Well, does that hold or not?

Cumes:
5
 I don't care.
Tilbrook: Well, did you write the letter or not?

Cumes:	Oh yeah, I wrote it.

10	Tilbrook: Well. how'd you come to write it?

Cumes:		Well. I saw that solicitor and he told me what to write.
15	Tilbrook: Well, do you mean that or not?

Cumes:	Doesn't matter to me, I don't care. I'm not saying anything about it.

20	Tilbrook: Well, what I want to do is talk to you about it.	Do you have any objections about that?
Cumes:	Nah, doesn't matter to me.
25
In respect of the letter of 25 August and the words of the interrogation of 3 September already referred to, consider especially the underlined questions and answers above.
30

As Mr Abbott pointed out that, whether it is a good thing or a bad thing, the law confers on persons suspected of crime a right to remain silent.	That right must be respected: a suspect must be aware of the existence of the right and,
35		either expressly or by inference from his conduct, freely waive it.		Otherwise, what is said in response to questions by a person in authority is not voluntary.	There is no exception to that.	Where a suspect elects not to speak, the police must look to other ways to prove the commission of the crime by the
40		suspect if they wish to pursue the investigation.	If the suspect expresses his intention to exercise his right to
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silence through a solicitor, it may suggest that he feels a lack of the moral strength, confidence or ability to do so himself.	This should be obvious to an investigator.	In ordinary circumstances where a desire to exercise the right to
5		silence is communicated to police through a solicitor, the desire should be respected until a change of mind is communicated through the suspect's solicitor.	Any change of mind concerning the exercise of the right to silence said to have been communicated by the suspect in person to the
10	investigator ought to be regarded with suspicion.	Such a
situation should sound a warning regarding the voluntariness of a statement made as the result of such an alleged change of mind.	If there were acceptable evidence that the suspect had in fact dismissed his solicitor, sent for the investigator and
15		expressed a desire to speak, the suspicion might be allayed. But that is not the case here.	I think that, in the circumstances, Tilbrook, in marked contrast with Daulby, acted in disregard of an unambiguous expression of the intention to exercise the right to silence.	There is no evidence capable
20		of proving on the balance of probabilities that Cumes freely waived his right to remain silent: ie, that he freely elected to speak to Tilbrook.	From my observation of him in the witness box, Cumes impressed me as a weak minded and impressionable person who exhibited the "tough" appearance of
25	the immature adolescent but who was, in fact, quite suggestible.

Tilbrook agreed that an object of his conducting
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confidential talks with Cumes was to make an "arrangement" with him:

"There was something in it for him and something in
5	it for you?
Yes.
What was in it for him?
The opportunity to be able to tell me what happened
10		without any - the opportunity for him to forget the fact that he had lied on a number of occasions to us and tell us what the real situation was;	whether he was involved or not, whether somebody else had done it.	Well, there was a number of options that it
15		could have been.	He may have been the killer.		He may have assisted somebody else kill Hawkins.	He may know the identity of that person.	He may well be telling the truth or there may some other involvement that I hadn't visualised at that time.
20		My concern was to give him the opportunity without any fear of consequences - no, that's not quite right either - the opportunity to tell me what actually happened without having to consider all the lies that he had made previously."
25


on Sunday 28 November 1988, at the request of Mr
Adams QC, in a 40 page document Tilbrook purported to report
30	the substance of a series of conversations he had with Cumes. The document speaks for itself and there may well be genuine disagreement about its precise import, but it should be remembered that the exhibit is not a complete or reliable transcript of what was said. I question the usefulness of
35		including in notes of conversations made nearly 15 weeks after the conversations took place, such colloquial verbal circumstances as appear in exhibit F.	They cannot possibly be true recollections of the very words spoken, but they are mischievous in that they have the effect of giving to the
40	reader of the notes a false impression of precise veracity.
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Tilbrook says at page 1: "No previous notes have been made of these conversations owing to the nature of the agreement made between myself and Cumes as described in my statement of 10 December 1988."	The nature and extent of the conversations
5		between Tilbrook and Cumes, as reported by Tilbrook, can be gleaned from a reading of exhibits 5   and F.	But it is necessary to point more specifically to a number of matters, but by no means all, covered by Tilbrook's notes.


10		According to Tilbrook, in the course of the informal meeting on Friday 26 August 1988, to which the statement of 10 December 1988 relates, the following conversation took place:


15	Tilbrook: Look, can you understand my position?	I'm a police officer and I've got to find out what's gone on with this killing, right. Does that sound fair enough?	My job's to go out and catch the fellow that's done
20	it.
Cumes:	Yeah, that's fair enough.

25	Tilbrook: Alright, now you realize of course that you're a suspect?

Cumes:
 Yeah, yeah, you've told me that before.

30
Tilbrook: Okay. Now, I can see the position you're in.	Obviously if you've done it, you don't want to get caught for it and if you haven't done it, well you've got nothing
35	to hide in any case and you've got nothing to fear.

Cumes:	Alright.

40
Tilbrook: Now, what concerns me to a large extent, is that if you have'nt done it, you've certainly said a few things which have made us terribly worried about what the
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cumes:
5
 real situation is. Oh yeah.
Tilbrook: What I want to do, is come and visit you every so often and talk to you about the whole thing.	Now, I want to put a few things, I want to say a few things and
10	give you scenario of what we think's
happened.	Okay, and let you think about it.	I want to talk to you about the consequences of everything that's happened.	I want to talk to you about the
15		likely things that will happen from here, where we stand, what sort of evidence we've got, what the likely consequences will be to you if you get found guilty or if you get found not guilty or if you get
20	found that you're insane or anything like that.	Okay, do you understand what I mean?

Cumes:
25
 Yeah.
Tilbrook: Now, obviously a lot of what I want to talk about you won't want to answer at all.	Alright, that's fine by me, but what I'm offering you is a completely frank
30		discussion where, at the end of it all, you can make up your mind what you want to do.	Does that make sense?

Cumes:
35
 Oh yeah, no loss.
Tilbrook: Alright, when we talk about all this, I'll be happy to answer any questions that you might have on a sort of 'what if' basis.
Okay, so if you want to respond to
40		anything I say, you don't have to nominate that you've done anything.	We can talk about it in the light of 'if something did occur' not that it did, but if it did; because what you've got to do I suppose,
45		is cover yourself as best you can, and you need time to think about it and decide what you want to do, okay?	Now, I've got nothing to lose in this, but you certainly
do.	I'm prepared certainly to talk to you
50		like this without making notes or any tape recordings because I've got no intentions of using anything that you say in evidence unless you give me authority to.	Do you understand what I mean?
55
Cumes:	No, not really.
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Tilbrook: Alright, let's put it this way.	I want you to be in a position where you can talk to me quite frankly and openly.	I want
5	you to be in a position in fact, to be
able go so far as to say everything happened, without any ramifications about what will happen to you in Court, okay?
Now that might be a difficult concept
10		because what the problem is there, is that you've, I suppose that to a certain extent, you've got to take me on trust. Put it this way, if I was to get up in Court and say "This is what timothy CUMES
15		told me" and therefore, you know, I'm trying to use it as evidence in Court, nobody's going to believe that you did say it, unless you get up and say that you said it, or if there's a tape recording of
20	you saying it or something like that, okay;	because what it'd be, is they're private conversations which can't be used in evidence, or rather they could.	I mean, I could get up and say this is a
25		conversation that we've had, but nobody's really going to believe me considering that it could make a big difference to our case.	so, the only real way that anything you say is going to be evidence to be
30		believed is if you, if we have a record of conversation and you sign it afterwards, or if I conduct an interview on tape recording or video recording.	Now anything that I get up and say, if you
35		deny it, then I've got no other evidence. They're going to laugh at it, it's just not going to get anywhere in court.	Now, that's the position I want you to feel that you're in.	That you're confident
40		that what you say to me can be in confidence because I can see that the whole matter from your side of things is quite complicated.	I want you to feel that you can discuss it with me and look
45		at the ramifications of everything without having to commit yourself at this stage. What I intend to do, and it doesn't matter how long it takes to do this, doesn't matter to me how long at all.	What I
50		intend to do is to be able to talk to you and give you my side of what's happening and basically tell you what the story is
without any risk.	Now, I'm telling you now that my intention will be to try and
55	convince you that you ought to confess, assuming of course that you've done it.
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Cumes:

35
 
But let's just say for granted now that everything that I've got, indicates that you have, alright?	My intention is that if you have, that I'm going to try to convince you to confess and give that evidence.		But, I know that you're not likely to do that unless you understand what the risks are and all that sort of thing, and what's likely to happen.		So, I'm going to do nothing with any of our conversations unless you agree to it, and if you agree to it, i'll arrange that we have a conversation that's video recorded; where you say what your side of the story is, okay, and if we never get to that, that's fair enough.		I've lost nothing in the investigation, nothing at all.	Now if you discuss things with me which might be incriminating to you, well that's no problem to me, if you decide that you can't or that you won't admit to it in Court, because I'm no further behind than I was before.	But, I'm telling you now, that that's my intention, that if you have done it, I want you to tell me about it and I want you to be in a position to say that in Court. If we don't get there, no problem.	But I think for your own benefit, and for mine incidentally, it's certainly worth discussing.	So, how does that sound.

Yeah, got nothing to lose with that I suppose.
Tilbrook: Alright, how does it sound to you the fact that if I don't make any tape recordings or notes?
40	Cumes:	Oh yeah.
Tilbrook: Okay, so what I'm saying is that there won't be any of those, that I'm not going to take any notes like that or any tape
45	recordings so that I won't have any evidence to present in Court.	That leaves the option open to you the whole way
through, whether you're going to say anything or not.	If you do say something,
50	and it is incriminating, my undertaking with you is that I'm not going to use it in Court unless you give me the authority
to.	Now you've got an inbuilt safeguard there.	If you don't confess on a audio
55	or video- recording, nobody's going to believe me in any case okay?	so, that'll
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Cumes:
5
 be your choice the whole way through. Yeah, okay, sounds alright to me.

Tilbrook here gave Cumes an unqualified undertaking of confidentiality if Cumes should say something incriminating.	Since, as far as Tilbrook knew, such an
10		incriminating thing might have included a confession of implication in the murder of Hawkins, Tilbrook effectively undertook to Cumes that, even if he confessed to murder, the confession would not be used in court without Cumes permission.	If the undertaking was not genuine but just a
15		device to lull Cumes into a false sense of security, any confession that might have resulted from it would, on the authorities, have led to the exclusion of the confession from evidence in any trial of Cumes for murder.	If the undertaking was given genuinely, I am astonished that a sergeant of police
20		had the authority effectively to tell a suspect that, even if he were to confess to murder (which is a crime of which Tilbrook suspected Cumes), the confession would not be used without the suspect's permission.	It seems also that the undertaking would have covered the use of real evidence
25		implicating cumes, discovered as the result of something that cumes might have said during their conversation.	As it happened, no confession emanated from that promise, but it suggests an unorthodox, if not unprofessional, approach to the investigation that should warn the court to be suspicious and
30	vigilant.
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I now pass to exhibit 5 which purports to give an account of the conversations of 28, 30 and 31 August and 1 and
2 September 1988 at the prison.	I will prescind from the fact that Tilbrook has dressed up his notes as if they report the
5		very words spoken and treat them as conveying the substance of what was said: I have already said that it is impossible to accept that such circumstantial detail as appears in those notes made some months after the conversations occurred recount what was actually said, no notes having been taken at
10		the time.	It is also not an insignificant matter that, upon Tilbrook's own admission, those notes omit some matters that were talked about;	for example, the assessment of Cumes' mental state by Tilbrook's mother resulting from her examination of Cumes' handwriting.
15
Tilbrook told Cumes that he was prepared to go on indefinitely in order to get a satisfactory account of what had occurred; he was prepared to visit Cumes every day, or most days, if necessary.	[This suggests the possibility that
20	cumes was influenced to talk on 3 September 1988 in order to put an end to the ceaseless monologue of Tilbrook.]	Tilbrook informed Cumes that the police were able, from evidence obtained from other persons, to disprove much of what Cumes had already told them, and that he really doubted whether
25		curnes had told the police the truth.	cumes' story was highly suspect.	Tilbrook told cumes that he did not think they could convict him of murder unless he confessed to it.	He said he was telling cumes that because he, Tilbrook, had nothing to
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lose by doing so.	He told Cumes that the police intended to take however long it might take, even weeks, to convince him that he ought to confess, and that he ought to tell the police what happened.	It is hard to imagine a clearer disregard of
5		the requirement that a suspect should not be overborne, worn down or importuned by persistent efforts to get him to confess than to threaten to spend weeks doing so if necessary.	In fact it took Tilbrook about a week to effect his purpose.	By then it must have been clear to Cumes that Tilbrook's
10		expressed intention to spend weeks if necessary to persuade him to make a statement was going to be carried out.	Tilbrook told Cumes that evidence was to be obtained from the FBI that would probably knock out an aspect of his story.	He told Cumes that, although the evidence the police expected to have
15		would ensure that Cumes was committed for trial for murder, he did not think there would be sufficient evidence to gain a conviction of murder.


By reference to exhibit 5, it is possible to discern
20	the general thrust of Tilbrook's own version of his efforts in his conversations with cumes to get Cumes to confess or make a statement.	It is clear enough that he was attempting to persuade Cumes to confess to the shooting of Hawkins.	He was prepared to spend as much time as was necessary to do so:
25		even weeks.	He had reduced Cumes' contact with other persons to a minimum by causing him to be classified as a maximum security prisoner, rendering him more vulnerable to the persuasive efforts of a friendly Tilbrook [who, himself,
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described their talks as "this friendly banter and chitchat": exhibit 5].	He gave the impression to Cumes of being personally concerned about his welfare.	He did what he could to cause Cumes to believe that it would be in his best
5		interests to confess to the shooting of Hawkins.	He did so by convincing Cumes that he might well be schizophrenic and by presenting him with what he, Tilbrook, saw as the three possible outcomes of Cumes' predicament: what were called "scenarios" at the hearing.	Tilbrook made it clear to Cumes
10		on a number of occasions that he thought he was insane.	He spent a large proportion of the time in conversation with Cumes on the subject of Cumes possible schizophrenia both at the time of the shooting and perhaps also at the time of the conversations.
15
The first possible outcome, or scenario, was that Cumes could plead not guilty at the trial, give evidence himself and probably be acquitted by the jury.	He would be a free man but he would still be schizophrenic and would
20	continue to be a danger to society and himself.	The second possible outcome was that Cumes would be convicted of murder,
that he would serve not less than 10 years imprisonment and probably from 15 to 20 years, after which he would be free but he would be older and perhaps in a worse mental state than he
25		was at the time of the conversations.	He would remain a danger to society and to himself.	The third scenario would protect Cumes against this possibility: namely, to confess to
the shooting and raise insanity as a defence.	Tilbrook said
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to Cumes:



"If ...	you get off with it, if you get out now .
. . what have you really got to look forward to?
5		You'll be out there again, the same sort of position you are now perhaps, living in a dive somewhere, smoking heaps of dope, making some money selling dope and taking this and taking that, living the sort of shiftless life you are now.	Now, that's not
10		very impressive and its pretty well a one way street.	I wouldn't hold out much hope for you either.	Okay, so the other option is to confess, which has got a couple of advantages.	One is that you would receive attention for whatever your
15		problems are, whether they're psychological or sociological, there's avenues to go through to get treatment, you know, social workers and counselling, psychologists, all that sort of thing.	They are avenues in that area available to you, and what is
20		probably more important is that you wouldn't have a lot else to do.	It would be worth your while doing it.	It convinces the authorities that you intend bettering yourself.	It improves your chances of getting out again and it actually gives you a
25		mechanism in which to improve your life. Now, if you get away with this, I think the long term consequences for your life are pretty, well not tedious, but pretty, at the very least they're, you're going nowhere, you're not doing anything with
30		your life, and more importantly, though this is a bit moralistic, more importantly you would be a murderer that's got away with it, that's escaped the consequences, and that distresses me quite considerably."
35

It is clear that the thrust of Tilbrook's efforts was to induce Cumes to confess to shooting Hawkins by persuading him that it would be advantageous to him to do so.	By confessing
40	to the shooting and raising the issue of his probable insanity, cumes could be confident of receiving appropriate psychiatric treatment and of improving his chances of getting
out again.


45	Not only did Tilbrook link the alternatives of a
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verdict of guilty or murder and a verdict of not guilty on the ground of insanity with the likelihood of psychiatric treatment, but he also linked them with the likely duration of Cumes' custody.	He suggested that a finding of insanity would
5		probably result in a materially shorter period of custody than an unqualified conviction of murder.


Pages 33 and following of exhibit 5 suggest that Tilbrook was indeed successful in convincing cumes that he ha
10	a mental illness, that he might shoot someone else and that he
was in need of psychiatric help.	Tilbrook may have in fact persuaded Cumes that the best way to get the psychiatric help he needed was to confess to the shooting of Hawkins.	In the event, the very next day, 3 September 1988, that confession
15		was virtually made.	Cumes effectively confessed to killing Hawkins.	It is true that he claimed not to be able to remember the act of shooting itself, but the circumstances stated, if accepted, would tend strongly to the conclusion that Cumes himself shot the deceased.	The following passage
20	illustrates the point:

"UM, YEAH HE WAS JUST GOING ON ABOUT THE GIRLS AT THE TODD TAVERN BEING SLUTS AND JUST GENERALLY CALLING THEM ALL SLUTS AND
25	THEN HE WANTED ME TO SCORE HIM A STICK ON CREDIT, WHICH I SAID NO, ITS TOO LATE AT NIGHT, I'M NOT GOING OUT TO SCORE FOR HIM AT THIS HOUR OF THE NIGHT.	AND WENT AND SAT DOWN AND HE SAID CAN YOU GRAB US
30		ANOTHER BEER, I SAID OH YEAH IF YOU WANT ONE, HE SAID HE WANTED ONE, SO I WENT IN AND GOT HIM A BEER FROM THE KITCHEN, GAVE IT TO HIM AND THEN HE STARTED ASKING ME TO GO OUT AND SCORE HIM SPEED AND MORPHINE,
35	JAR OF MORPHINE, AND HE JUST KEPT ON GOING ON ABOUT THAT ON ON ON ON.	AND I JUST
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TOLD HIM TO FUCK OFF, DON'T WORRY ABOUT IT, I'M NOT GOING TO GO OUT AND SCORE YOUR SPEED, I'M NOT BEING PART OF IT AND THEN HE THREATENED HE'D BASH MY HEAD IN IF I
5		DIDN'T DO IT AND I SAID THAT WOULDN'T BE A WISE MOVE.	UM, AND THEN I WAS REALLY PISSED OFF AND THE NEXT THING I REMEMBER I WENT INTO THE KITCHEN GOT THE RIFLE, UM WENT TO THE BED BEHIND THE SCREEN AND
10		PLACED THE RIFLE ON THE BED, UM TURNED AROUND AND GOT THE AMMUNITION THAT WAS ON TOP OF THE CUPBOARD AND THAT'S ALL I REMEMBER.	I DON'T REMEMBER LOADING THE RIFLE OR ACTUALLY SHOOTING JOHN.
15
Right.	When you say that you went and got the ammunition from the cupboard, where was that?
UM, THE CUPBOARD'S JUST BESIDE THE BED AREA.	ITS
20	JUST CLOTHES AND GENERAL SHIT IN THERE AND ON TOP OF ITS THERE'S A TOYOTA SPARE PARTS BOX FULL OF AMMUNITION.
Right.	And what do you remember about that?
25
I JUST REMEMBER PICKING IT UP OFF THE TOP OF THE CUPBOARD AND OPENING THE BOX OF 22 SHELLS.
Right, can you remember what you did from there?
30
NO.
Right, what's the next thing you remember after that?
35
UM, STOPPING A POLICE CAR.
How much later would that have been?
40	I'M NOT TOO SURE.
You're definitely not sure?	Can you remember what you said at the Police Car?

45	UM, I REMEMBER VAGUELY SAYING THAT ME MATES DEAD, LYING ON ME LOUNGEROOM FLOOR.

Did you make any mention of him being shot or anything like that?
50
I DON'T REMEMBER.
Right.	So what happened then?
55	UM, THE POLICE FOLLOWED ME BACK TO THE FLAT AND THEY MUST HAVE CALLED IN ON THE RADIO AND THAT.	AND
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POLICE OFFICERS COME OUT AND THEY SAID WHERE'S THE BODY AND I JUST OPENED THE FRONT DOOR AND JUST POINTED INSIDE AND SAID HE IS IN THERE.	AND ONE OF THE POLICE OFFICERS WENT INSIDE AND SUSSED IT OUT
5	AND I WAS JUST WAITING OUTSIDE BY THE POLICE CAR AND
BY THAT TIME OTHER DETECTIVES TURNED UP AMBULANCE AND WHAT NOT.

Right, so when you say that you recall going to get
10	the rifle, and getting some ammunition for it, what you're saying ts that you can't remember what happened from then till when?
TILL I GOT THE POLICE.
15
So, How were you feeling when you went to get the rifle?
PISSED OFF.
20
with whom?
JOHN.

25	For what reason?
OH JUST GOING AROUND, TRYING TO MAKE YOU GO OUT AND SCORE FOR HIM AND GET SPEED AND THAT AND MAINLY BECAUSE HE SAID HE'D BASH MY HEAD IN, WHICH I GOT
30	REALLY PISSED OFF ABOUT.
What was his response when you said that that wouldn't be a good idea?

35		NO, HE JUST SORT OF TUCKED HIS HEAD IN AND DIDN'T SAY ANYTHING MORE ABOUT THAT.
Where was he when this conversation was going on?
40	UM, HE WAS SITTING IN A DIRECTOR'S CHAIR OPPOSITE ME.
Can you draw.me a sketch of what the lounge, bedroom and kitchen look like?	Just fairly large on the
45	page.
LETS SEE.	THAT'S THE WAREHOUSE LIKE, UM THERE'S BATHROOM AREA THERE, THAT'S RIGHT AT THE FRONT BATHROOM, UM THEN ALONG HERE IS WHERE THE BUSINESS
50		IS, THERE'S A DOOR HERE UM, THAT'S CENTRE MEDIA UM AND THEN THERE'S ANOTHER DOOR THERE SLIDING DOOR THAT GOES ACROSS AND THAT COMES INTO THE BEDROOM AREA SAY LIKE THAT, UM THEN THERE'S THE BED HERE, SO THAT'S THE BED AND THERE'S THE SCREEN BY THE BED
55	THERE AND AGAINST THIS WALL HERE WAS WHERE I WAS SITTING IN ONE CHAIR JOHN WAS SITTING THERE AND A
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SMALL TABLE IN FRONT OF ME THERE, UM THERE'S A DOORWAY HERE, THAT GOES INTO THE KITCHEN AREA AND THAT'S THE KITCHEN.	UM AND THEN OUT THE BACK THERE'S A DOOR GOING OFF THE KITCHEN TO THE
5	WAREHOUSE.	UM SO THERE'S A CUPBOARD HERE IN THE KITCHEN AND THERE'S FRIDGE THE RIFLE WAS SORT OF IN BETWEEN THERE.

Right, will you just draw an arrow saying, pointing
10	to the rifle where that is?

OK, So where you were sitting, can you just draw an arrow to that chair and indicate that that's yours?
15	And where John was.
So which way was he facing?
HE WAS FACING TOWARDS THE KITCHEN.
20
Right.	So where were you when all that conversation took place before you actually got up?
HERE.
25
Right.	At what stage of the conversation did you get up?
UM, HE JUST KEPT ON GOING ON ABOUT SPEED SO I JUST
30	GOT UP AND LEFT.
And where did you go from there? JUST WALKED AROUND INTO THE KITCHEN.
35
Right.	And you said that you got the rifle from there, is that right?
YES.
40
OK.	How did you get the rifle?

UM.

45	What can you remember about that?
I JUST OPENED THE CASE UP AND PULLED THE RIFLE OUT AND CAME PASSED (sic) JOHN TO THE BEDROOM.
50		How did you carry it passed (sic) John? JUST DOWN BY THE SIDE OF MY LEG.
can you sort of demonstrate that to me?
55
UM, JUST SORT OF DOWN THE SIDE LIKE THAT.
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What on the right hand side?
YEAH.
5
Is that in any attempt to shield it or not?

NOT REALLY, JUST SO HE COULDN'T SEE I WAS CARRYING THE RIFLE.
10
Is that why you carried it like that or not? YEAH, I'D SAY SO.
15		When you say you say so, does that mean you're not sure?
YEAH.	WELL I PRESUME THATS WHY.
20	Can you remember exactly how you did carry it? YEAH, EXACTLY LIKE THAT.
Was the muzzle up or down?
25
DOWN.
Right.	And you walked from where?
30		UM, THE KITCHEN THROUGH THE DOORWAY, OH THE DOORWAY WOULD BE ACTUALLY ABOUT HERE, THROUGH THE DOORWAY ROUND THE BACK AND TO THE BED.
Would you be visible to John from there?
35
FROM BEHIND THE BED?	NO.
Did he get up at all?
40	NO.
When you walked passed (sic)? NO, NOT AT ALL.
45
Right.	How soon after you walked passed (sic) him
did you go to the spare parts box?
STRAIGHT AWAY.
50
And what did you do then?
UM, JUST PICKED UP THE BOX OF AMMUNITION AND PULLED OUT A CARTRIDGE OF 22 SHELLS.
55	Right.	What did you do with the rifle when you
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actually picked up the ammunition.

UM, I CAN'T REMEMBER.	THE RIFLE, I PUT THE RIFLE ON THE BED.
5
What sort of rifle was it? UM, A 22 LEVER ACTION.
10	Do you know what make it is? NO.
Have you used that rifle before?
15
NO.
Do you know how it operates?
20	YES.
So you're saying that you can't remember what happened from there?
25	NO.
Alright, when you went to get the rifle, you said before that you felt, that you were upset with John because of what he'd been saying?
30
YEAH.
Right, after you contacted the Police, what were your feelings then?
35
UM, JUST SHOCKED SORT OF THING.
In what way?
40	JUST THOUGHT I'D KILLED JOHN.
And what made you think that you'd killed John? WELL I WAS THE ONLY ONE THERE.
45
Did you think that anyone else may have killed
him?
NO.	NOT REALLY.
50
Could anyone else have killed him?
IF SOMEONE ELSE HAD COME IN, YEAH.
55	Right.	So is there anybody else that you think of that might want to kill him?
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OH, NOT REALLY.

What did you think afterwards? After your
5	initial shock?
JUST COVER MYSELF.

Did your state of mind change at all after
10	that?
YEAH.

To what?
15
OH, I JUST WANTED TO COVER MYSELF, I DIDN'T CARE ABOUT ANYTHING ELSE, JUST GOT TO COVER MYSELF.

20	Did you ever have any doubts about what had happened?

OH YEAH.
25	In what way?

OH, JUST I ACTUALLY KILLED SOMEONE, YOU KNOW.
Is that something that you find surprising?
30
YEAH.

Why is that?
35	CAUSE I'M USUALLY PRETTY PASSIVE SORT OF THING.
Why do you think something like that may have happened on this occasion?
40		UM, I DUNNO JUST CHANGED.	SLIPPED OUT OF REALITY SORT OF THING.

Did John do anything while this conversation was going on?
45
YEAH, GOING OUT AND SCORING SPEED FOR HIM.

No.	Sorry, did John make any move towards you, stand up, threaten you anything like that?
50
NO.	OH WHEN HE SAID HE WAS GOING TO BASH MY HEAD IN HE SORT OF WENT FOR THE EDGE OF THE SEAT TO PULL HIMSELF UP AND I JUST LOOKED DOWN AND SAID THAT WOULDN'T BE A WISE MOVE AND I WAS
55	SHAKING MY HEAD.
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So there was no physical violence at any stage there.
NO.
5
Do you have any idea how this may have occurred?
NO.	I GUESS I SHOT HIM.
10
But you're saying that you presume that you shot him because you had the rifle?
What were your actual feelings towards him at
15	the time that you went to get the rifle?
OH, JUST HATE.
What sort of hate?
20
HOW DO YOU MEAN?

Well how do you mean?	How badly did you hate him, or what sort of feelings did you have?
25
OH JUST REALLY PISSED OFF, JUST REALLY PISSED OFF.
How do you feel about him normally?
30
ALRIGHT.	WE USUALLY GET ALONG ALRIGHT.
Have you ever felt like that towards him before?
35
NO.
To anyone else?
40	NO.	NOT TO THE STAGE OF KILLING THEM, NO.
At what stage did you first think that you'd shot him after the event?
45	UM, A COUPLE OF DAYS·.
A couple of days later?	What were your feelings then?
50	OH, STILL PRETTY SHOCKED.
Do you have any remorse for shooting him?

OH YEAH.
55
In what way?
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JUST FEEL IT WAS A PRETTY STUPID THING TO DO. CAN'T CHANGE IT.

5		And what were your feelings again after you'd contacted the Police, what had happened then or, so what did you think, what was your awareness then?

10	I JUST DIDN'T KNOW WHAT HAD HAPPENED, I JUST WASN'T WITH IT SORT OF THING.
When you say you weren't with it, why do you suppose that is?
15
I DUNNO STILL OUT OF REALITY SORT OF THING.
Did the cannabis have much effect on you or not?
20
NO, I USUALLY SMOKE A FAIR BIT, USUALLY RELAXES ME ALL THE TIME, SO I DON'T THINK THAT HAD MUCH EFFECT ON ME.
25		How long was the period of time from the time that John got there to the time that you don't remember what happened?
ALL UP ABOUT 10-15 MINUTES.
30
So the conversation took about 10 or 15 minutes did it?	Did he go anywhere else besides
sitting in that chair?
35		OH, HE WENT TO THE TOILET FIRST OFF. Right.
THEN HE WENT INTO THE LOUNGEROOM AND SAT DOWN,
40	THAT'S WHEN THE CONVERSATION STARTED.
You are aware that you contacted Police at about 12:30 that night.	Do you know what happened in the time between what you presume
45	to be 11:30, ie what John's answer was, and when you contacted Police?

no.
50	Do you have any concept of how long that span of time may have been?

NO.
55	Right, we might have a break here at this time, it's now 0939, and we'll stop the tape here.



,


There are some answers by Cumes to questioning by Tilbrook that may manifest an effect of the week's conversations.	In the first place, the very claim that a
5		lapse of memory occurred in relation to the critical time is in keeping with an attempt to give the impression of a schizophrenic disorder as Tilbrook seems to have described it to Cumes.	Asked whether he thought he may have killed someone, he said he did not know: "...just changed.	Slipped
10		out of reality sort of thing."	A little later he was asked what his feelings were after he had contacted the police.	He said he did not know what had happened: 11 •••	I just wasn't with it sort of thing."	Asked to explain that, he said: "I dunno, still out of reality sort of thing.''
15

For Tilbrook to explain the consequences of the three scenarios as he did was an inducement within the meaning of the authorities, and alone is sufficient to render inadmissible the statement of 3 September 1988.	Not only is
20 there no sufficient evidence to show that that statement was not made as a result of the inducement, but the whole of the evidence suggests otherwise.

It was a false assumption on the part of Tilbrook to
25		have believed that the admissibility of the various conversations between him and Cumes could be considered in isolation as if conversations that had preceded them had not happened.	That he did so is implicit in the fact that he offered confidentiality to Cumes in respect of some of those
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conversations.	I think Tilbrook intended to honour that undertaking, but was forced to breach it by the request from Mr Adams QC.	It is impossible for a court to evaluate the voluntariness of a confessional statement that formed part of
5		a much larger body of communication between an investigator and the suspect without having before it the whole body of communication.	In such a case, the court could not exclude the possibility that an effect of the body of communication that preceded the conversation under challenge was to render
10	the latter involuntary.


The law is clear: the court has a positive duty to satisfy itself that a confessional statement is voluntary.	It cannot do so unless it is able to consider all the relevant
15		material.	In a case like this, where the conversations that preceded the alleged confession were so lengthy, it is imperative for the court to know what was said, perhaps how it was said and in what circumstances, in order to evaluate the voluntariness of the comparatively short confession that came
20		at the end of it all.	Tilbrook's notes contained in exhibit 5 and his other evidence on the matter as to what preceded the confession of 3 September are unreliable for this purpose. They do not account for all that passed between him and Cumes on the occasions in question.	Due to the lapse of time
25		between their happening and Tilbrook being asked to recall them and commit them to writing, exhibit 5 cannot be taken to be an accurate account even as far as it goes.	As I have already explained, the brevity of the notes in itself suggests
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significant omissions.	These considerations are of prime importance in the light of the requirement for the Crown to discharge the onus of proof.

5		It is notable that, under interrogation on 13 December 1988, Cumes himself gives answers that evince the fact that the conversations with Tilbrook that preceded the statement of 3 September had, in fact, influenced him.	The following questions and answers appear in the transcript of
10	the interrogation of 13 December 1988:


TILBROOK: DO YOU RECALL THAT I HAD SOME CONVERSATIONS WITH YOU AT PRISON?

15	CUMES:
 Yes.
TILBROOK: DO YOU RECALL THE TEXT OF THOSE CONVERSATIONS?

20	CUMES:



25
 Um, just about the court proceedings and what had happened during the court proceedings, um, if I needed mental care, what sort of mental care I'd have to get, that's about it, just one of those ....
and what would happen on the Saturday when I go to see them, and issue a statement.

TILBROOK: RIGHT.	WHAT I'M CONCERNED ABOUT IS TO FIND OUT WHETHER THERE IS ANYTHING IN YOUR
30		MIND ABOUT THOSE CONVERSATIONS WHICH MAY HAVE AFFECTED WHAT YOU SAID ON THAT SATURDAY.	IS THERE ANYTHING?

CUMES:	Just a bit, yes.
35
TILBROOK: IN WHAT REGARD?
CUMES:	Um, how you said that I was schizophrenic.

40	TILBROOK: MMM. CUMES:	Just that.
TILBROOK: COULD YOU ELABORATE ON THAT?
45
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CUMES:


5
 
Um, just the way that you was saying that I was schizophrenic, sort of made me believe that I was schizophrenic, in myself, sort of made me believe it.
TILBROOK: HOW DO YOU MEAN?

CUMES:

10
 Um, just the way you were saying it, come across to me and in my mind I sort of worked it out that I could be schizophrenic.

TILBROOK: AND WHAT EFFECT DID THAT HAVE ON THE EVIDENCE THAT YOU GAVE?
15
CUMES:	Um, that if I was in fact schizophrenic I needed some help.
TILBROOK: MM.	COULD YOU ELABORATE ON THAT?
20
CUMES:	Not really, thats about it.
TILBROOK: RIGHT, SO ARE YOU SAYING THEN THAT WHAT YOU SAID IS NOT WHAT YOU RECALLED?
25
CUMES:	No.	I recall everything that I said.
TILBROOK: RIGHT, YOU RECALL EVERYTHING THAT WE SAID IN THOSE CONVERSATIONS?
30
CUMES:	Yes, Oh most things, yes.
TILBROOK: MOST THINGS, ALRIGHT.	WHEN WE HAD THE INTERVIEW DO YOU RECALL WHAT YOU SAID
35	THEN?
CUMES:	Most of it, yes.
TILBROOK: RIGHT.	NOW IS IT ACCURATE FROM WHAT YOU
40	SAID IN THOSE PREVIOUS THAT PREVIOUS INTERVIEW THAT YOU COULD NOT RECALL A PORTION OF THE EVENTS THAT OCCURRED?

CUMES:	Yes.
45
TILBROOK: AND THAT'S STILL THE CASE IS IT?

CUMES:	No.
50	TILBROOK: RIGHT.	BUT YOU SAID THAT AT THE TIME, WHY DID YOU SAY THAT?
CUMES:	Don't know, just said it.
55	TILBROOK: YOU WERE TALKING BEFORE ABOUT THE CONVERSATION YOU HAD ABOUT SCHIZOPHRENIA.
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CUMES:	Yes.
TILBROOK: DO YOU RECALL ME SAYING AT ANY TIME THAT A
5		SCHIZOPHRENIA WOULD NOT HAVE MEMORY RECALL, IE. THAT YOU DO RECALL THAT THE ELEMENT OF THE CONVERSATION THAT YOU'RE TALKING ABOUT, ABOUT SCHIZOPHRENIA, IS THAT A PERSON MAY DO SOMETHING
10	UNWILLINGLY, THAT HE LATER ON WOULD DECIDE THAT HE WOULD NOT DO?
CUMES:	Sort of, yes.



20

CUMES: TILBROOK:
MEMORY BLANKS OR NOT?
Yes.
IT DID, AND IN WHAT RESPECT?



25
CUMES:
Um, that I wouldn't remember certain parts of what happened, my mind would sort of block it out, and I'd make up something else that happened.

15	TILBROOK: ALRIGHT.	DID THAT COVER THINGS LIKE











TILBROOK: WAS THAT THE CASE ON THE ACTUAL NIGHT?
CUMES:	Which night, of the murder?
30
TILBROOK: OF THE NIGHT OF THE KILLING, ARE THERE SECTIONS THAT YOU CANNOT REMEMBER?

CUMES:	No.
35
TILBROOK: SO YOU CAN REMEMBER EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENED?	CAN YOU TELL ME THEN WHY YOU SAID ON THE SATURDAY THAT THERE WERE SECTIONS THAT YOU COULD NOT REMEMBER?
40
CUMES:	Just, partly because of what you said about memory blanks.
TILBROOK: I UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU'RE TALKING ABOUT,
45		ABOUT MEMORY BLANKS, WHAT I'M SAYING IS THAT YOU ARE STATING NOW THAT YOU CAN

RECALL ACCURATELY WHAT HAPPENED ON THAT NIGHT, IS THAT CORRECT?
50
CUMES:
Yes.

TILBROOK:
AT THE TIME THAT I SPOKE TO YOU IN PRISON COULD YOU REMEMBER WHAT HAPPENED?
55
CUMES:
Yes.
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TILBROOK: AT THE TIME ON THE SATURDAY COULD YOU REMEMBER WHAT HAPPENED?
CUMES:	Yes.
5
TILBROOK: IN THAT CASE WHY WOULD YOU SAY ON THE SATURDAY, THAT THERE IS HOWEVER LONG A PERIOD IT WAS THAT YOU COULD NOT REMEMBER WHAT HAPPENED?
10
CUMES:	Just so it would fit in with what you were saying during the week in prison when you came in to see me.
15	TILBROOK: WHAT I HAVE TROUBLE UNDERSTANDING IS HOW
THAT FITS IN, DO YOU SEE WHAT I MEAN?
CUMES:	No.
20	TILBROOK: ALRIGHT, YOU'RE SAYING ON THE ONE HAND
THAT YOU HAD NO MEMORY BLANK.
CUMES:	Yes.
25	TILBROOK: AND AT NO TIME I PRESUME THEN THAT YOU
BELIEVE YOU HAD A MEMORY BLANK?
CUMES:	Yes, that's correct.
30	TILBROOK: THAT'S CORRECT, WHY DID YOU SAY THAT YOU
HAD A MEMORY BLANK ON SATURDAY?

CUMES:	Just so it would fit in with what you were actually saying in that week when you
35	talked about schizophrenia and all that.
TILBROOK: I SEE IT NOW, WE SHOULD ESTABLISH ONE THING HERE, ARE YOU SAYING THEN THAT YOU'VE CONCOCTED A STORY BASED ON
40		SCHIZOPHRENIA IN ORDER THAT YOU DON'T HAVE TO REVEAL WHAT YOU ARE ABOUT TO REVEAL
NOW, IS THAT CORRECT?

CUMES:	Yes.
45
TILBROOK: RIGHT, I SEE.	I JUST WANT TO GET THAT, DO YOU SEE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN YOU DECIDING TO SAY SOMETHING BECAUSE YOU MIGHT BE INDUCED TO SAY IT BY ME AS
50	OPPOSED TO GETTING AN IDEA FROM ME IN ORDER TO FOOL ME.	DO YOU SEE THE TWO
DIFFERENT THINGS?

CUMES:	Yes.
55	TILBROOK: CAN YOU TELL ME WHICH IT IS THAT YOU DID?
-



COMES:	Sort of getting the ideas from you. TILBROOK: IN ORDER TO DO WHAT?
5
COMES:	To sort of fool you, sort of thing. TILBROOK: WITH WHAT PURPOSE?
10	COMES:	Um, just so that, the way you were saying
it, that I needed mental help so I could get the mental help I needed.


15
Returning now to the questions I set out to answer.
The evidence does not show that Cumes' statement of
3 September 1988 was not due to persistent importunity or undue insistence or pressure, and the evidence does not show
20	that it was not preceded by an inducement held out by a person in authority which had not been removed before it was made. Therefore, the record of interview of 3 September is inadmissible at the trial of Cumes.

25	My finding in respect of the statement of
3 September of necessity determines that the statement of
13 December 1988 is also inadmissible.	I am satisfied that the raison d'etre of the latter was the need perceived by cumes to escape the consequences of the former.	I do not
30	think that this proposition requires further analysis.


Having found that neither of the contentious statements is admissible, it is unnecessary for me to consider the discretionary question.
35

